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Welcome to  
our new world.

Pricing and special offers valid to 30 November 2012 unless otherwise stated. Available 
from participating C-Dax dealers only. E & OE. Contact C-Dax Customer Service for more 
information. All prices exclude GST unless otherwise stated. A $15 supply chain charge per 
order applies. Head Office: C-Dax Ltd, 145 Harts Road, Palmerston North.

we’re 
local

www.c-dax.co.nz

* Conditions apply

Talk To us firsT for The besT 
service and supporT in your area

free phone 

0800 230 230

Compliance 
concerns?

Check out NZ’s proven tool for  
spreading proof of placement insideELIMINATOR:

SAVE UP TO
$695!*

SPRAY-ON  
200 & 500:

FREE*
 

BOOM!

GOLDLINE:

FREE*

OIL!

GOLDLINE  
SPRAY TIPS:

FREE* 

UPGRADE!

BUY A  
BOXMATE, GET A

FREE*

DOGMAT!

Production increased & 
expenses halved”

Goldline Trailed units:

“

“…it’s being used all over the world 
right now and it’s adding, I’ve heard, 
up to $57,000 per dairy farmer in 
revenue. So this is a big deal.”
Alec Ross, Senior Innovation Advisor to US 
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, talking about 
C-Dax Pasture Meter.
Read  more online at www.c-dax.co.nz

Read the latest testimonial inside…



Hi-Spec Goldline 
Unit with i-12 
Boom

12m i-Boom (i-12)•	
D123 pump•	
Electric in-cab control•	
Incorporating i-Boom •	
hydraulic  tilt & fold with 
suspension
50m hose reel kit complete •	
with pistol grip gun
50L single foam marker•	
Chemical induction•	
Chemical rinse tank•	
Inspection step•	

600L Hi-Spec Goldline Unit with i-8 Boom

RRP FROM  $14,284+FREIGHT+GST

800L Hi-Spec Goldline Unit with i-10 Boom

RRP FROM $14,889+FREIGHT+GST

1000L Hi-Spec Goldline Unit with i-12 Boom

RRP FROM $16,814+FREIGHT+GST

Goldline Hi-Spec3.

SEE IT  AT A c-dAx Solution Centre

i-Boom includes 

for real value!

Integrated 

Hydraulic Tilt 

& Fold

Goldline ‘S’ Series…1.
Just starting out? You can still afford the best New Zealand 
on-farm brand. The new Goldline ‘S’ Series is real value for 
money and the first step on your Goldline journey. 

It pays to shop around—this unit has everything that you’d 
expect for the price PLUS critical local support and service.

Quality Goldline tank with •	
10L fresh water handwash 
tank, remote drainage, inline 
filter with on/off valve
Galvanised 3PL frame•	
Imovilli 79Lpm/280psi •	
quality pump with drive shaft
Manual or electric in-cab •	
control
8m ‘S’ Series crossover boom •	
with three section spraying 
and self return breakaway
Nozzles at 500mm spacing •	
with diaphragm check valves 
to eliminate dripping
110˚ wide range tips•	
Built-in nozzle protection•	
Rated to 20bar(290psi)•	
includes•	  TeeJet centreline 
220 parallel lightbar 
guidance

600L Goldline ‘S’ Series
RRP FROM 

$6,954+FREIGHT+GST

800L Goldline ‘S’ Series
RRP FROM 

$7,279+FREIGHT+GST

1000L Goldline ‘S’ Series
RRP FROM 

$7,724+FREIGHT+GST

locally 
supported

Start your 

Goldline 
journey

Quality NZ made products

designed for your conditions

Ongoing local support & service

configure your own unit to suit your goals

Entry level to Hi-Spec+ and Trailed

proven

Goldline Sprayer
Quality Goldline tank with 10L •	
fresh water handwash tank, 
remote drainage with on/
off valve
Galvanised 3PL frame•	
3-port manual controller with •	
chemical induction
Imovilli 39lpm/580psi quality •	
diaphragm pump with drive 
shaft
6m Superline boom with •	
nozzle protection 
50L chemical induction probe •	
50m hose reel kit complete •	
with pistol grip gun

800L Goldline Sprayer
RRP FROM 

$6,810+FREIGHT+GST

600L Goldline Sprayer
RRP FROM 

$6,485+FREIGHT+GST

1000L Goldline Sprayer
RRP FROM 

$6,990+FREIGHT+GST

Goldline Standard2.
Made to

New zealaNd’s

Highest UV
standards

BUY ANY GOLDLINE  

UNIT AND GET A

20L FREE
C-DAX OIL!

WORTH $295!
1071

Maximise spread 
and retention 
in target tissue 
while minimising 
evaporation, 
spray drift and 
rain wash-off, 
improving the 
efficiency of your 
chemical and 
application rates 
in one easy step.

Good coverage with 
increased canopy 
penetration and best 
drift control
best suited for 
post-emergence 
applications
excellent drift control 
with coarse to very 
coarse droplets
dual 110º flat fan 
pattern

CONFIGURE  IT

BUY ANY GOLDLINE  

UNIT AND GET A

FREE 
UPGRADE
TO AIR INDUCTION 

NOZZLES!



Goldline Trailed4.
1500L & 2500L Goldline Trailed Units 

sTandard feaTures include: 
100L foam marker tank (with single or  •	
double foam marker options available)

100L Chemical rinse tank•	

10L fresh water tank•	

Hydraulic folding boom  •	
(12, 14, 16m boom options available)

Adjustable length drawbar  with swivel tow hitch•	

Hi-viz contents scale•	

10% free board to help avoid unwanted foam spills•	

120L/min D123 pump•	

Hydraulic parallelogram lift mast with suspension, max boom lift •	
1350mm—great for fence lines

Flotation tyres•	

1800mm wheel track•	

Induction probe•	

Twin jet agitation•	

Geoline three section valve bank with electronic in-cab control, •	

Platform handrail and step•	

Pull cord for quick tank draining•	

Goldline 1500L 
RRP FROM 
$24,490+FREIGHT+GST 

tried, 
tested, 
true

Goldline 2500L 
RRP FROM 
$27,995+FREIGHT+GST 

tried, tested 
and true:

“Production increased & expenses halved” 

This time last season Colin was waiting until the weather was just right to call the contractor in. The problem was so was every other farmer in the area, which meant lengthy delays and constantly trying to catch up. This season there was no wait to spray out before the turnip crops went down and they were all sown right on time to get maximum production. 
Having the flexibility to quickly and easily apply spray when required and when the weather permits is just one of the benefits of owning a Goldline unit.

Spraying for facial eczema is usually a costly activity that has a big impact on animal health which, in turn, lowers milk production—more expense, less income. But with high contractor costs associated with facial eczema spraying isn’t always done as many times as it should so the rate of cows getting sick is increased. This season was different for Colin. With his Goldline 1500L on-hand he had the ability to apply product at lower costs himself, meaning he could start spraying out earlier and finish later in the season. 

Time is another important factor here—20 minutes to spray out 4 hectares enables Colin to follow the cows around weekly and effectively apply product as required to get optimum results.
“The in-cab control is fantastic. Having full operation from inside the cab to shut various sections off, adjust pressure, raise the boom to avoid any obstacles in the paddock or to move over fence lines means a lot less time spent on the job” says Colin.

“The 12m boom holds up very well in the terrain. The odd time the undulating ground causes the boom to hit the deck, the built in breakaway feature easily allows the boom to lift up and over the ground and spring back into place with no hassles or damage to the boom.”
Colin tows the sprayer with his small tractor which handles the job very nicely and doesn’t require a large tractor to be tied up.“The simplicity of the design is very appealing with minimal moving parts there is less chance of costly failures.”

Colin could not be more satisfied with his recent investment in a Goldline 1500L with the benefits he has gained giving confirmation he had made an excellent decision.

tried, tested 
and true:

Tim Hopkins, Hopkins Group

“Over 3,000ha in two seasons 

and still going strong.”

In two seasons Tim’s 1500L unit has sprayed 

3000 ha and he aims to double that for the 

next season alone. “The unit has been very 

cost effective and is versatile enough for any 

application we’ve needed to apply” says Tim.

The purchase has enabled Tim to be very 

proactive with his spraying requirements. 

“When there’s been only a small window 

of opportunity to get in there and spray, 

we’ve been able to get it done quickly and 

without fuss”. 

Over the two seasons its been in use there 

has been no downtime for the unit at all. 

Tim has found the simplicity of its operation 

and the fact that it adapts to different 

tractors means efficient hassle free spraying 

every time. Tim says “Its versatility is just 

what we require to maximise efficiency, so 

much so that we’re thinking of purchasing 

a second unit.”

Boomjet converters

CO

NFIGURE IT

configure your own Goldline unit to suitSPRAYING TIP:

The cost of not calibrating and nozzle wear
A 10% over application of chemical on a twice sprayed 200ha farm 
could represent a loss of $400–$4000 based on today’s chemical 
investment of $10–$100/ha. This doesn’t take into account losses 
from potential crop/pasture damage as a result of over application.
Make sure you calibrate your sprayers regularly during the spray 
season.

CALL 0800 230 230 
FOR A qUOTE

colin Winter, dairy Farmer, Taranaki

GOLDLINE 2500L

GOLDLINE 1500L



i-Boom

NZ’s proven tool for 
proof of placement

i-for innovation

The Goldline i-Booms give you even more quality choices for 
value and efficiency when you configure your Goldline sprayer. 
The C-Dax Research and Development team spent considerable time listening to 
customer feedback to develop the innovative i-Boom. Maximum functionality and 
proven durable design for local conditions means real value for farmers. Streamlined 
and tough, the i-8, i-10 & i-12 booms come with fully integrated hydraulic tilt & fold for 
real value. Robust by nature, the new i-Boom series embodies the C-Dax innovation 
philosophy—simplicity for efficiency.

1099/i-8 

RRP $4,945 
+FREIGHT+GST

1091/i-10

RRP $5,395 
+FREIGHT+GST

1087/i-12 

RRP $5,745 
+FREIGHT+GST

Tested and proven durable in our 
tough New Zealand conditions

locally 
supported

Take the journey.
proven

1110 / i-10M  RRP $4,145+FREIGHT+GST

Manual i-Boom 
Take advantage of i-Boom’s innovative design  
and proven durability as a manual boom  
(without hydraulic tilt & fold functionality). 10m option only.

PURCHASE AN  

ELIMINATOR  AND GET 

50% OFF 

AN ON-BOARD TANK

SAVE $347.50!

PURCHASE A WINGED  

ELIMINATOR  AND GET 

FREE 
ON-BOARD TANK

WORTH $695!

The ultimate in boom design

i-Boom includes 

for real value!

Integrated 
Hydraulic Tilt 

& Fold
Stainless Steel 

Parts

CONFIGURE IT

New!

tried, 
tested, 
true

3014 / C-DIT 1300 3PL  

RRP $7490+GST 
5005 / XC1 SMART CONTROL  
CONSOLE & SOFTWARE 

RRP $1995+GST 

3015 / C-DIT 1300 TRAILER KIT  

RRP $2990+GST

c-dIT 1300 with xc1 Smart 
control capability

1300L rotationally moulded hopper capacity, to suit •	
one tonne urea bags
Dual spinners able to spread superphosphate •	
without bridging and distorting flow rate
Available as 3PL, easily converted to trailed with the •	
optional trailer kit

5005 / XC1 SMART CONTROL  
CONSOLE & SOFTWARE  

RRP $1995+GST   

3004 / C-DIT 400  

RRP $3495+GsT

c-dIT 400 with xc1 Smart control capability
•	 400	litre	low	sided	rotationally	moulded	hopper	makes	loading	easier
•	 Super	strong	frame	for	maximum	strength	
•	 Wide	wheel	base	for	increased	safety
•	 Unique	hopper	design	minimises	fertiliser	compaction 

for consistently easy spreading

XC1 Smart Control can take the 
stress out of compliance issues. 
accurate record keeping is simple with 
fully traceable applications easily proven 
if required. allowing you to keep ahead of 
any compliance issues that might come 
your way.

Talk to us today about how the cross 
platform Xc1 smart control console can 
be your best ally for your farming future.

free phone 

0800 230 230



The lowest centre of gravity in any ATV spot sprayer 
•	

Operate on hillsides. Tank easily emptied
•	

Flojet 7.6lpm internal bypass pump powered off the 
•	

ATV (on demand pump)

50 or 80 litre, 12 volt handgun sprayer for front  
•	

(50 litre only) or rear mounting on four wheel ATV’s 

(depending on bike)
Tough see-through polyethylene tank

•	
Innovative hose holder doubles  •	
as a 2L fresh water tank

Includes rugged heavy-duty lance style spraygun 
•	

with adjustable spot spray nozzle, 10 metres of hose, 

master on/off switch and wiring loom, tank strap 

The safest ATV mounted spot sprayer on the market

1001/50 LITRE SPRAYRIDER™ 

RRP $945+GST 

noW $795+GST

1002/80 LITRE SPRAYRIDER™ 

RRP $995+GST 

noW $795+GST

SprayRider™50 & 80:

SprayRider™

SprayRider™ 35:
35 litre, 12 volt handgun sprayer for rear mounting 

•	
on four wheel ATV’s
Moulded dog platform recessed for extra security 

•	
with a non-slip mat for grip and protection

Lightweight (8.5kg empty; 43.5kg full) yet holds 
•	

enough to get spot spraying jobs done easily and 

conveniently. 
Innovative hose holder at the side of the tank

•	
8mm 500psi self-coiling hose sits tidily out of the 

•	
way when not in use
Tough see through polyethylene tank

•	

Low centre of gravity, operate on hillsides. Tank 
•	

easily emptied
Flojet 7.6lpm pump powered off the ATV (pump 

•	
only operates when the spraygun is used)

Includes rugged heavy-duty lance style spraygun 
•	

with adjustable spot spray nozzle, three metres of 

self coiling hose, master on/off switch and wiring 

loom, tank strap

1000 / RRP $945+GST

noW $795+GST

The 2-in-1 dog carrier and sprayer

SAVE 
$150!

SprayRider™ 35 can be permanently 
installed and you never have to leave your 
dog behind again

Easily mount C-Dax boom options to 
your SprayRider™

SAVE 
$150!
SAVE 

$200!

Made toNew zealaNd’sHighest UVstandards

Hook up an Eliminator with your SprayRider™, 
other c-dax 12-Volt sprayer, or get an onboard 
tank, and get rid of your weeds without 
compromising your pasture or having to worry 
about spraydrift and run-off.

1016  WInGed eLIMInATOr   

RRP $2990+GsT  

1015  ELIMINATOR 

RRP $2100+GsT 

4.30M WIpInG WIdTH

WInGed eLIMInATOr

Winged Eliminator features self-angling wings with dual or •	
independent left and right wing operation to allow easy 
weed control on banks and edges of waterways—and give an 
impressive overall width of 4.30m!
Bruise bar to maximise chemical uptake•	
Angled woollen wiper arms for maximum contact and efficiency•	
Patented feed system for even chemical distribution on the •	
roughest terrain  
Electronic controller allows you  •	
to adjust the chemical flow to  
suit the infestation level

2.30M WIpInG WIdTH

eLIMInATOr

Free 50L On-Board Tank offer only valid with 
purchase of a Winged Eliminator (1016); 50% off 
50L On-Board Tank offer only valid with purchase 
of Eliminator (1015). Offer ends 31 January 2013.

Save your pasture and use less chemical by wiping just the weeds

PURCHASE AN  

ELIMINATOR  AND GET 

50% OFF 

AN ON-BOARD TANK

SAVE $347.50!

(1015 / 1017)

PURCHASE A WINGED  

ELIMINATOR  AND GET 

FREE 
ON-BOARD TANK

WORTH $695!
(1016 / 1017)

1017  50L ON-BOARD TANK 
(Includes pump)  

RRP $695+GsTtried, 
tested, 

true

Made to

New zealaNd’s

Highest UV

standards

CONFIGURE IT



Spray-On Range
The Spray-On 200 flatdeck 
now comes with a new 
option for those wanting 
even more stability and 
functionality. Includes a 
fully functional frame that 
allows your choice of C-Dax 
boom to be mounted 
with ease while adding 
maximum stability.

Spray-On 200 Trailed with 
optional 4m Boom

Spray-On 500 Trailed

Spray-On 200
200 Litre tank capacity•	
3 litre freshwater hand wash tank•	
Hose storage and lance holder•	
7.6Lpm 60 psi internal bypass pump •	
10m delivery hose•	
Flatdeck features steel framing•	
Recessed lid to contain spills •	
Range includes spot, flatdeck and trailed•	
Optional 10m hose extensions available•	

1086 / SPOT SPRAYER  

RRP $995+GST  

1112/ FLATDECK 

RRP $1,295+GST  

1013 / TRAILED  

RRP $2,295+GST

Spray-On 500
500 Litre capacity•	
Trailed or flatdeck options available as  •	
12-volt or engine driven
Moulded contents scale allows the  •	
operator to easily gauge tank contents
Covered pump for maximum protection  •	
and unique recessed sump for full evacuation
12-volt option has superior pump enabling •	
7.6l/m 60psi
Heavy-duty steel framing•	
Comes with robust spray lance and 10m of •	
580psi/10mm delivery hose, mudguards as 
standard on trailed model

1094 / FLATDECK (12-VOLT) 

RRP $1995+GST

ENGINE DRIVEN FLATDECK FROM

RRP $5055+GST

1093 / TRAILED (12-VOLT) FROM

RRP $3595+GST

SPRAY-ON 200 
FLATDECK WITH 

OPTIONAL MULTIBOOM 
AND BRACKETS

SPRAY-ON 500 
ENGINE DRIVEN 
FLATDECK

OR50% OFF3 & 4M BOOMS
SAVE UP TO $329.50!

1019 / 1020

BUY A SPRAY-ON  

200 OR 500 AND GET AFREEMULTIBOOM
WORTH $495!

1018

Offer only valid with 
purchase of a Spray-On 200 
or 500 and for booms 1018, 
1019, or 1020. Includes boom 
mount brackets. Offer ends 
31 January 2013.

tried, tested, true

Made toNew zealaNd’sHighest UVstandards

Spray-On 500 Flatdeck

New!

BoxMate
not only can you have all the tools for the job on-hand 

and easily accessible, but you can utilise our unique 

1 litre on-board fresh water tank to make sure you 

always have wash-up facilities with you wherever you 

go. Front or rear mounting.

7001  RRP $195+GST  

Need wash-up close by?

Easily wash up wherever you are 

with the on-board water tank

BUY A BOXMATE  AND GET AFREEDOGMATWORTH $95!7000



4m Boom featuring 8 nozzles
MultiBoom may look compact 

but it can cover up to 4.5m Controlled Droplet Application (CDA) 

Boom—control your droplet size

MultiBoom
Budget fire break boom•	
Ideal for spraying fence lines •	
and rough terrain
Shrouded 1.2 metre •	
structural section
Built-in nozzle protection•	
Nominal 4.5 metre cover, •	
but with independent valve 
control to give 1.5m, 3m or 
4.5m cover
Optional QuickSmart™ •	
attachment system 

1018  RRP $495+GST

3 & 4m Booms
3m and 4m folding pressure nozzle •	
boom
Spring loaded self centering •	
breakaway arms
Average application rate of  •	
70 litres per hectare at 12 kph
Six (3m) or eight (4m) ‘wet boom’ •	
nozzle bodies with non-drip 
checkvalves
Optional QuickSmart™ attachment •	
system 

3M / 1019  RRP $597+GST 

4M / 1020  RRP $659+GST

cdA Booms
Low volume CDA (Controlled Droplet •	
Application) boom kit
Micromax 12 volt CDA atomisers at  •	
1.8 metre spacing
Most herbicides sprayed at only 14L/ha—•	
that’s over 7 hectares per 100 litre tank load!
Minimises drift, maximises spraying •	
efficiency
Includes all hose and wiring, regular gauge •	
control unit, and two-switch wiring loom
3.6 and 5.4 metre options available•	
Optional QuickSmart™ attachment system •	

3.6M / 1021  RRP $1,526+GST

5.4M / 1022  RRP $2,595+GST

Superline Boom
6m spray cover with nozzles •	
at 500mm spacing 
Medium weight•	
Horizontal fold with single •	
section spraying
Diaphragm check valves to •	
eliminate dripping
All components rated to •	
290psi (20bar)
Includes a shroud to protect •	
spray nozzles
Outer section breakaway•	

1043  RRP $1,395+GST

Universal mounting system that allows 
•	

implements to be inter-changed without the 

need for nuts, bolts and spanners

1073 / ATV QS FRAME  RRP $180+GST

1074 / BOOM UPRIGHTS  RRP $66+GST

3008 / SPREADER UPRIGHTS  RRP $85+GST

QuickSmart™ 

Attachment System  

for ATV

Our quick and easy QuickSmart™ 
Attachment System you’ve come to 
know and love has now evolved to 
suit your RTV!
Use our new QuickSmart™ Attachment 
System mix and match your boom and 
sprayer to suit your needs. 

Same quick and easy system, same great 
results, same great price!

Install a QuickSmart and mount your C-Dax boom in seconds—no nuts or bolts 

Mount your C-Dax spreader in seconds

Universal mounting system that allows 

•	
implements to be inter-changed without  

the need for nuts, bolts and spanners

1113 / RTV QS FRAME  RRP $180+GST

1074 / BOOM UPRIGHTS  RRP $66+GST

3008 / SPREADER UPRIGHTS  RRP $85+GST

QuickSmart™  

Attachment System  

for RTV

New!

The QuickSmart™ evolution

6m Superline Boom



M t w
t f s

Move cows to paddock 3

Move cow herd 2 to paddock 28

drenching 100–248

drenching 287–367

fert on 2, 3, 5, 8

fert on 22-28

fert on 10, 
13, 14, 16 tagging

tagging

Move cows to paddock 2

Move cows to paddock 2

measure pasture paddocks 1,4,8

vet AI 
testing

arrange 
transport to 

runoff

measure pasture paddocks 10,12,14

measure pasture paddocks 10,12,14

measure pasture paddocks 16, 18, 19

measure 
pasture 

paddocks 
20-24

measure 

pasture 

paddocks 

16, 18, 19

measure pasture paddocks 16, 18, 19

Move cows to paddock 4
Move cows to paddock 6

Move cows to paddock 6

Move yearlings to paddock 26

Move yearlings to 
paddock 22

Move yearlings to paddock 22

Move cows to paddock 8 Move cows to paddock 7

Move cows to paddock 5

Move cows to paddock 5

Move cows to paddock 5

Move cows to paddock 5

Move cows to paddock 5

Move yearlings to paddock 22

fert on 10, 
13, 14, 16

fert on 10, 13, 14, 16

NZ’s No.1 proven 
innovation highlight

Take your weekly planningfrom this:

To this, in one easy step.

Pasture Meter Tier Two  
with Auto Lift Kit: 
Measure and then 
download data 
directly  
onto your computer 

5004   
RRP $5685+GST  

(RRP InCLudES SOFTWaRE)

5000 / WITHOUT AUTO LIFT KIT 
RRP $5255+GST 

(RRP InCLudES SOFTWaRE)

Pasture Meter XC1 
Smart Control  
with Auto Lift Kit:
Utilise new cross platform 
XC1 Smart Control with GPS 
technology,  auto-paddock 
recognition and FarmKeeper software

5002  
RRP $6990+GST 

(RRP InCLudES SOFTWaRE)

5001 / WITHOUT AUTO LIFT KIT  
RRP $6560+GST  (RRP InCLudES SOFTWaRE)

Auto Lift Kit:
Save even more time on your 
measuring runs. No more 
getting on and off the bike 
between paddocks

5003  RRP $860+GST 

INCLUDES $430 OFFAUTOLIFT KIT

INCLUDES $430 OFFAUTOLIFT KIT

Talk To us firsT for The besT 
service and supporT in your area

free phone 

0800 230 230

tried, 
tested, 
true

“…it’s being used all over 
the world right now and it’s 
adding, I’ve heard, up to 
$57,000 per dairy farmer in 
revenue. So this is a big deal.”
Alec Ross, Senior Innovation Advisor to US 
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, talking 
about C-Dax Pasture Meter.
Read  more online at www.c-dax.co.nz

XC1 Smart Control—NZ’s proven tool for proof of placement. 
Talk to us today about how XC1 cross platform compatibility with  
C-Dax spreaders can take the stress out of compliance concerns. 


